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Abstract 
Column Segmentation logically precedes OCR in the 
document analysis process. The trainable algorithm 
described here, XYCUT, relies on horizontal and ver- 
tical binary profiles to produce an XY- tree represent- 
ing the column structure of a page of a technical docu- 
ment in a single pass through the bit image. Daining 
against ground truth adjusts a single, resolution inde- 
pendent, parameter using only local information and 
guided by an edit distance function. The algorithm 
correctly segments the page image for a (fairly) wide 
range of parameter values, although small, local and 
repaimble e m r s  may be made, an effect measured by 
a repair cost function. 
Keywords: Column segmentation, decolumnization, 
XY tree, profiles 
1 Introduction 
Column segmentation is an essential part of any 
document analysis process. The algorithm described 
here, XYCUT, attempts column segmentation of page 
images guided by a single parameter based on a nearly 
universal feature of page layout design, that column 
gaps are wider than word and character gaps. Fur- 
ther, this single parameter is expressed in relative 
terms and is therefore independent of the scanning 
resolution. The value of the parameter is established 
through training against ground truth. Our experi- 
ence with the cost function we have developed suggests 
that there is a relatively wide range for the parameter 
that yields a correct column segmentation, making the 
process reasonably robust. 
Our algorithm has several novel features. The page 
is decolumnized in a single pass, from the top of the 
page to the bottom, with no backtracking. 
Pavilidis and Zhou [l], on the other hand, employ a 
bottom-up approach that also focuses on locating col- 
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umn gaps but uses absolute parameters and horizontal 
smearing. Their approach is less skew sensitive than 
ours. Baird [2] also focuses on the white space in the 
layout but employs computational geometry to enu- 
merate maximal white rectangles (covers) in the page 
image which are then unified in a fixed order. The 
unification process is stopped using an empirically de- 
rived rule. 
Note that while our approach is based on finding 
cuts in binary profiles it is not necessary that these 
cuts reflect syntactic cuts in the page layout. Finally, 
our algorithm examines each pixel location in the page 
image approximately 5 times, suggesting the efficiency 
of this approach. 
An up-to-date review of a variety of column seg- 
mentation methods may be found in the recent tu- 
torial text (31, and a more complete summary of our 
present work is contained in [4]. 
2 Column Segmentation 
Column segmentation begins with the identification 
of column gaps in horizontal slices of the page image. 
Once a horizontal slice has been segmented the com- 
ponents are then assembled into the growing XY-tree 
that stores the column structure. 
Identification of Column Gaps. The specific fea- 
ture we are looking for is a gap that is relatively wide 
compared to the height of the text lines on either side. 
The measure of the gap size is taken to be the ratio of 
the width of the gap to the minimum height of the text 
lines in the block on either side, a height measured by 
the binary profile of the blocks. This definition pro- 
duces a relative measure that is independent of the 
resolution of the scanned image. This measure is then 
compared to a threshold and all gaps whose relative 
gap size exceeds the threshold are treated as column 
gaps. 
The threshold value is identified through training 
against a test set for which ground truth in the form 
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of an XY-tree with isolated text lines as the leaves is 
available. The evaluation process, performed by in- 
spection for this experiment, will be automated when 
machine-readable ground truth has been developed. 
Construction of the XY-tree. The column struc- 
ture of the document is stored in an XY-tree. Each 
node in the tree represents a block of pixels in the page 
image with nodes in alternate levels being formed most 
recently by horizontal cuts (forming slices) or vertical 
cuts (forming coZumns). The leaves of the tree are 
the isolated text lines that make up the columns and 
are all slice blocks as is the root. The current imple- 
mentation of XYCUT does not distinguish text and 
non-text blocks so non-text blocks are also found at 
the leaf level. 
The horizontal binary profile of the document page 
is used to cut the page into one or more horizontal 
slices. Note that the algorithm does not depend on 
two adjacent columns having their text lines aligned. 
The vertical binary profile of each slice then locates 
potential column gaps for comparison with the thresh- 
hold. The individual blocks of the now segmented slice 
are recursively sliced to form a forest of columnar seg- 
ments of the slice. 
The horizontal overlap between the segments in the 
current slice and the segments of the currently visi- 
ble column structure, maintained as the tree is being 
grown, are compared. The segments from the new 
slice are merged into the growing tree following a care- 
ful and somewhat involved case analysis. 
3 Training 
A column containing text has been correctly seg- 
mented if two conditions are met: a) Every leaf node 
contains only a single text line or a portion of a sin- 
gle text line, b) Every parent of a leaf node contains 
only complete text lines or portions of single text lines. 
The types of errors that violate these conditions fall 
into two broad classes, oversegmentation and under- 
segmentation. Within these classes we may further 
identify errors which affect the correctness of the seg- 
mentation and those that affect its quality but still 
describe a correct reading order for the column. 
Correct Segmentation: Edit Distance. The use 
of a simple comparison of the measure of a column gap 
to a single threshold invites two kinds of errors which 
result in incorrect column segmentation. 
Undersegmentation: In the first case an actual col- 
umn gap may not be identified as a column gap and 
the text from two text lines in different columns may 
be merged in a single node of the XY-tree. Errors of 
this type begin to occur as the value of the threshold 
is increased. 
Oversegmentation: In the second case gaps between 
words in vertically adjacent text lines are incorrectly 
identified as column gaps. Errors of this type begin 
to occur as the value of the threshold is decreased. If 
erroneous column gaps in vertically adjacent text lines 
overlap they will cause the XY-tree merge procedure 
to incorrectly construct columns from portions of two 
or more text lines. 
We have found in looking at  document pages from 
several journals that instances of these two types of er- 
rors occur for non-overlapping ranges of threshold val- 
ues, and that for a substantial interval between these 
non-overlapping ranges of threshold values neither er- 
ror occurs. This interval represents 48% of the value of 
the parameter for test pages chosen from IBM J Res 
Dev and 15% of the parameter value for test pages 
chosen from PAMI. 
To measure the effect of each of these errors we ap- 
ply an edit cost function, inspired by the string edit 
model used by ISRI 151 to evaluate the accuracy of 
OCR methods. We compare the reading order for each 
column with an inorder traversal of that portion of the 
XY-tree which should correspond with that column 
and determine the insert and delete operations nec- 
essary to correct the reading order from the traver- 
sal. These operations are weighted by the areas of 
the nodes involved and the total area is the edit cost, 
normalized by the (loose) upper bound of twice the 
bounding box of the page image. 
Quality of Segmentation: Repair Cost. There 
are two types of errors which do not affect the reading 
order for a correctly identified column. 
Undersegmentation: The first error type occurs 
when two vertically adjacent text lines do not have 
a horizontal cut between them visible in the horizon- 
tal binary profile. This occurs most often because of 
an overlap between a descender from the upper line 
and an ascender from the lower line but it can also re- 
sult from a relatively high skew angle. If the leaf node 
contains only two or more complete text line from the 
Oversegmentation: In the second type gaps, pre- 
sumably gaps between words, are mistakenly identi- 
fied as column gaps. This often occurs, for instance, 
when justification forces large gaps between words in 
order to maintain alignment with the right edge of the 
column. If these extra gaps merely segment a single 
text line into multiple components then the column 
may still be read correctly. 
column then the column may still be read CO 1 rectly. 
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Since neither difference contributes to an error in 
the reading order for the column it is useful to define 
a repair cost, a cost that provides a distance measure 
between the correct but flawed segrnentation tree and 
the ground truth. A repair cost of zero represents 
identical segmentation and ground truth trees. 
In the case of extra column gaps we define a glue 
operation with the cost equated to the number of ex- 
tra gaps between leaf nodes which need to be glued 
together. In the case of a missing horizontal cut we de- 
fine a snip operation with the cost equated to the num- 
ber of additional horizontal cuts that must be made 
to match ground truth. 
The number of glue operations is bounded loosely 
by the number of words on the page and the number 
of snip operations is bounded by the number of text 
lines. 
Note that oversegmentation is sensitive to  the value 
of the relative-gap-size threshold, but that underseg- 
mentation, which depends only on the use of horizon- 
tal profiles to locate cuts, is not. 
Journal Page 
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Edit Distance on Interval 
Left Right Range at Midpt 
1.29 2.84 1.55 0 
1.39 2.27 0.88 0 
1.19 2.71 1.52 0 
1.39 2.27 0.88 
Training. The algorithm was trained separately on 
two technical journals, IBM Journal of Research and 
Development and IEEE Pattern Analysis and Machine 
Intelligence, with three pages selected from each jour- 
nal. The results are summarized in Table 1. which 
includes both the parameter ranges for each page over 
which the edit-distance is zero as well as the repair 
cost at the centers of the intervals. 
Table 1: Training Summary 
I Interval for Zero 1 Repair Cost I 
Intersection midpoint: 1.24 I 
Figure 1 is a graph, for a single page image, of the 
normalized edit distance and the normalized repair 
Normalized 
O d  fi Edit Distance 1 
m m  
0 3  t 
1 1 
,012 
0 1  
lntenral of zero 
edit distance 
Relative Gap Size 
Figure 1: Normalized edit distance and normalized 
repair cost for page IBMm2 
Table 2: Testing Summary 
IBMJ PAMI 
Test Pages 7 7 
Correct Panes 7 5 
Repair Cost Min 0 16 
Max 1 259 
Error pages 0 2 
Edit Cost Avg cost - .012 
Avg operations 1.5 
cost as a function of the gap-size parameter. Note 
that the repair cost is defined only over the interval 
where the edit cost is zero. 
Testing. The algorithm was applied to a test set con- 
sisting of 14 page images chosen from the two journals. 
For each image the edit distance and the repair cost 
were computed for the gap-size parameter selected for 
each journal during the training process. Table 2 dis- 
plays the results. Figure 2 shows a one of the test 
pages and Figure 3 shows the main features of the 
XY-tree (levels 3, 4, and 6) including examples of sev- 
eral repairable errors. The skew angle for this page 
was about 0.5 degree. 
The algorithm successfully decolumnized all 7 pages 
from IBM J Res Dev with only one instance of a 
required glue operation. The algorithm successfully 
decolumnized 5 of the 7 pages from PAMI. While the 
actual columns of the 2 unsuccessful pages were prop- 
erly identified, three instances of columns formed from 




Figure 2: Page PAMI-T1 
There is a significant range of values for the thresh- 
old parameter for which the resulting XY-tree gen- 
erates correct reading order for the text within its 
columns. 
The algorithm shares the common Iimitations of all 
methods based on binary profiles. The images must 
be relatively noise-free and have small skew angles, 
but there are a lot of page images within this domain 
(see, for example [SI), especially if a preprocessing step 
adjusts skew and removes identifiable noise. 
The string edit cost model used to evaluate OCR 
methods can be adapted to provide an edit distance 
function. 
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